
FreelineUSA’s IP Centric, FL-USA 500 Video Surveillance Assists Am-Mex
Products in Clearing the Hurdle of Tight U.S. Custom’s Mexican Border
Security Controls (C-TPAT Program)

Highlighting the real-world applications of its IP centric, video security and VoIP
communications systems, FreelineUSA is pleased to announce the successful installation of the
FL-USA 500 CCTV security system by Am-Mex Products, Inc. at their U.S. Headquarters and
C-TPAT certified Warehouse in McAllen, Texas.

Highlands Ranch, CO (PRWEB) June 30, 2006 -- Highlighting the real-world applications of its IP centric,
video security and VoIP communications systems, FreelineUSA is pleased to announce the successful
installation of the FL-USA 500 CCTV security system by Am-Mex Products, Inc. at their U.S. Headquarters
and C-TPAT certified Warehouse in McAllen, Texas.
 
 Am-Mex has been certified and validated under the C-TPAT program (C-TPAT - Customs Trade Partnership
Against Terrorism) as a Foreign Related Manufacturer. This certification signifies that their Shelter campus in
Reynosa, Mexico is a secure environment that works along with the Department of Homeland Security to
prevent terrorism. Additionally, Am-Mex Products is C-TPAT certified as a U.S. Importer of Record for their
McAllen facility and Highway Carrier for their truck fleet.  Under the C-TPAT protocol, should another
terrorist attack similar to 9/11 occur, Am-Mex’s C-TPAT certification of their facilities and supply chain
(Reynosa manufacturing plant, trucks and US warehouse) enables crossing the border through the C-TPAT
FAST lanes— with raw materials and finished goods, keeping production lines running and customer
deliveries on time.  
 
 “Detailed Digital Surveillance Video, enabled by convergence of faster processors and broadband access is
going main-stream in American Business; our installation of the FreelineUSA 500 Surveillance System is a
key asset to meet our need for tight plant security, while ensuring efficient flow of goods and materials over
our borders.” Said Rafael Sevilla, Director of Technical Service for Am-Mex products.   “When our hard
company dollars are involved, reliability of this new surveillance system is critical and resiliency is
paramount.  We have been pleased with the quality of the products we have deployed from FreelineUSA and
they have been proven to improve the cost efficiency and security of our international shelter operations.”
 
 Expansion of the FreelineUSA’s IP centric product lines to include high resolution distributed CCTV
Surveillance Video was a natural progression for the company that developed a unique architecture addressing
the need for low cost, fully survivable, corporate VoIP voice networks.  Having been deployed by Am-Mex
and their multi-national clients for more than two years deployment of the new FL-USA 500 Series
surveillance products was a natural choice. The FL-USA 500 Systems include features such as night vision
Infra-Red CCD cameras, traditional pan/tilt CCTC cameras and server based MPEG-4 and H.264 digital video
recording systems.
 
 “FreelineUSA, Inc. has worked closely with Mr. Sevilla to deploy the new FL-USA 500 Video Surveillance
system to meet the tight C-TPAT certification requirements to handle sensitive cross-border shipments from
their secure campus in Reynosa, Mexico” said Robert Simkavitz CEO of FreelineUSA “We are pleased to
have leading edge companies such as Am-Mex Products as a client and hope we can continue to meet their
highest expectations.”
  
 Am-Mex Products provides comprehensive management services that cover every aspect of operating an
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international manufacturing business. A Maquiladora, or "in-bond" plant in Mexico, allows your company to
export from the U.S. to Mexico, raw material in-bond, thus avoiding the payment of any Mexican duty.  The
Maquiladoras may be 100% foreign owned.  Am-Mex is well established in McAllen, Texas and Reynosa,
Mexico. Since inception in 1990 AM-Mex has been to providing manufacturing companies custom programs
from which they can select the level of direct involvement desired to design an offshore manufacturing entity
to reduce costs and risk, while maintaining control and flexibility. Please visit our company on the web at 
http://www.AmmexProducts.com.
 
 Founded in 2003, FreelineUSA, Inc. is a privately held U.S. corporation headquartered in Highlands Ranch,
Colorado, led by CEO Robert Simkavitz. For detailed information about FreelineUSA’s leading technology
please visit us at http://www.FreelineUSA.com today.
 
 Robert Simkavitz, President and CEO  
 FreelineUSA, Inc., 9457 S University Blvd., Suite 166, Highlands Ranch, CO 80126
 Direct: (303) 791-1405
 http://www.FreelineUSA.com
 
 Rafael Sevilla – Director of Technical Services   
 AM-MEX Products, Inc., McAllen, Texas 78503
 Direct: (956) 661-5678
 http://www.AmMexProducts.com
 
 # # #

Contact Information
 Robert Simkavitz
 FreelineUSA, INC.
 +1 (303) 791-1405
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